
Juab County Fair Ranch Rodeo 
August 3, 2019 9:30 AM Nephi, Utah 

 JaBoe Garrett PO Box 294 Levan, Ut 84639 
 $200 per team 

Please be there at 9:30 AM for grounds & rules meeting, all team members must be present. Goodies 
will be given out to everyone who is in attendance. Here's the basics: You MUST wear western attire, 
cowboy hat, long sleeve button up, and boots.the whole 9 yards! No rubber on your horn, no 
tie-downs or martingales, no roping reins. Romels are ok.  

Abuse/rough handle the livestock and you will be disqualified- it's that simple.  

Placing will be determined by the fastest combined times of all events.  

We will run the Sorting, Branding, and Muley Roping at 10 AM in that order, split arena.  

Top ten teams come back for Main Event at 7 pm- events will be Trailer Loading and Doctoring.  

Please understand that these events may be tweaked a little to accommodate cattle and team 
numbers.  

Order of Events: 

Qualifier: 10 AM 1- Sorting, arena will be split in two, two teams will run at the same time. 2- 
Branding, arena will be split in two, two teams will run at the same time. (Please help take down 
panels) 3- Muley Roping- ½ a team at a time.  

Main Event: 7 PM 1- Bronc Riding (Not a team event) 2- Trailer Loading, two teams at a time. 3- 
Doctoring, one team at a time. 

SORTING- All members will be horse back. Teams will sort the even numbers to one pen and the 
odds to another pen. Two minute time limit. Time starts when the first horses nose crosses into the 
pen, time ends when all cattle are sorted, and all team members are in the designated pen. 

BRANDING- Two members will start out on the ground and two members horseback. Time starts 
when riders leave circle. Judge at circle will provide # of cattle to be roped. Both ends must be roped 
before ground crew can leave circle. Ropes must be transferred to front and back legs before steer 
can be branded on RIGHT RIBS. After ropes are cleared the team will switch roles. New set of ropers 
will rope the next consecutive #, new ground crew must be in circle. Time will stop when the brand is 
back in the circle. Three head loop limit (per steer) or four minute time limit, whichever comes first. 



MULEY ROPING- Each team will provide 2 headers and 2 heelers, each member can only rope 
once. This will be a barrel roping, hence you can't rope the steer before the barrel. 10 second penalty 
for breaking the barrier. Each team has a 60 second time limit and three loops. If header is dragging 
the steer while heeler is rebuilding loop, team will be DQ’d. Time will stop when heeler’s rope comes 
tight and is dallied. No facing required. Ropers may switch ends at any point in their run. 5 second 
penalty will be added for a leg, legal head catches only.  
 
TRAILER LOADING- Two teams at a time, trailers provided. All members horseback. Announcer will 
give each team their number, time starts when the announcer says. Teams must load their # of cow 
into their designated trailer. Legal head catches only, can remove an illegal catch. Time stops once 
back door of trailer is latched. Two minute time limit. Teams may be held responsible for damage to 
trailers.  
 
DOCTORING- Time starts once the first horses nose crosses the line, announcer will give #. Animal 
must be first, sorted back across line (in-between barrels) and then roped. No other cattle can cross 
the line at any time and if the sorted animal comes back across the line the team will be DQ’d. Animal 
must be legal caught around the head and heels before any member gets off. Team can get off only 
to remove an illegal head catch. Ropes must be transferred and an X must be placed on animals left 
hip. Time stops when all members are horseback or four loop limit is met.  

 


